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Ättiksfabriken Art Space - Griefer
Saturday, June 18, 16:00 – 20:00 pm. Opening 17:00 pm 
Sunday, June 19, 12:00 – 15:00 pm

Curatorial talk on the ”Griefer” show presenting projects by Patricia Bandeira (Pt), Eden Mitsenmacher (Us), Kris Pierce 
(Us), Jakob Niedziela (Se), Richie Budd (Us), Coca-cola 3 (Se), Studio Støk (Se), Mattias Hellberg (Se), tba. x 3 (No). 

Griefer is aimed to bring together projects under the common statement of the social intervention of being unbearable. 
The term stands for someone having an antisocial behavior towards the other players in MMORPG (massively 
multiplayer online role-playing games). The concept develops from the Taiwanese argot white-eyed, referring to griefers: 
someone who looks without seeing because of the lack of pupils.
The sought-after attitudes are: amoral culture; the artistic discourse as the negative character of the movie; being the 
player in a zero-sum game.

Ättiksfabriken Art Space is an artist-run space situated in Falun, Sweden that aims to promote contemporary art and 
other cultural projects. The unconventional model which it proposes is the one of a bidirectional informational fluxus: from 
the projects realised within this space towards the exterior and vice versa, presenting to the local public international art 
projects and concepts.The confusion that can be created between the words, unrelated etimologically Ättik in Swedish 
and the English Ethics is used as a motif for the plurality of systems of values and the acid relationship that often exists 
between them.

The space is found in the building where between the years 1837-1879 functioned the first vinegar factory (Ättiksfabriken 
in Swedish), projected by the architect Bergmästare Clas Wallman and ruled by J.W. Bolin. The building belongs to Falu 
Kommun and was restored in 2015 by the Kultur och Fritidsförvaltningen. Next to Ättiksfabriken is located the former 
prison of the city.

Curators:
Hilda Lindström
Mattias Hellberg

Vasagatan 42
791 31 Falun 

https://www.attiksfabriken.tumblr.com
https://www.facebook.com/attiksfabrikenartspace/
attiksfabriken@gmail.com


